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About This Game

The objective of the game is to win more three in a row columns than the opponent, when all 27 (3x3x3) cells are filled.
The outcome of the game can be determined from the first couple of moves to the last couple of moves, and just one mistake

from you or the opponent makes the difference between winning and loosing.

KEY FEATURES:

  Play against other players online

  Earn 6 in game achievements

  Modified boxing scoring system - take score from defeated opponents

  Single player - practice against AI

  Complexity - When all 27 cells are filled (the first player has 13 pieces on board, the second player has 14 pieces on
board because he played his first turn twice) then there are 20,058,300 final states of the game.
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After already having a lot of fun with the demo I am really happy to see this game in EA. I like the pacing a lot, the soundtrack
is thrilling, the visuals very unique (love the particle effects) and the three game modes so far are really distinctive with a
different tone and challenge.

I am looking forward what will be added but I have to say, the state the game is already in is worth the current price totally.
---
Nachdem ich mit der Demo schon sehr viel Spa\u00df hatte, freut es mich sehr, das Spiel im EA zu sehen. Das Pacing ist super,
der Soundtrack genial, die Optik ziemlich einzigartig (und erst die Partikeleffekte...) und alle drei Spielmodi sind ziemlich
verschieden, sowohl in ihrer Tonalit\u00e4t und der Herausforderung.

Mal schauen, was noch alles dazu komme, aber der aktuelle Zustand des Spiels rechtfertigt den kleinen Preis schon jetzt
allemal.. Unlike past Tron vid games, RUN\/r has, like, zero story to it, which is a real bummer. But I love seeing the big Tron
Uprising characters in something new for the first time in years, and in glorious 3D. If you want the models for all the major
Tron, Tron Legacy, and Tron Uprising characters, buy the Season Pass, which has this DLC included.. I recommend this game
only IF you love being challenged, this type of game doesnt have controls tight enough but for amount of precise platforming it
has later on. Still its very pretty, and going fast thru the levels is super fun, although some levels are bland or just go on forever.
Masterpiece. Good job from Blue Tea games and Dark Parables series as always! although not as colorful and a bit repetitive
compared to its amazing sequels, The Exiled Prince still has an intriguing story and a lot of beautiful objects to find.. This is a
fun song pack for bass guitar players. The songs are pretty straightforward to play, but they provide a good workout due to their
speed and rhythm patterns.. surprisingly fun
and i think it has local co-op, not sure yet
8/10. tl;dr; Get if you're into 360 painting. If you're looking to make cube maps, it's not supported (yet?).

Only tried on screen, can't talk about VR side as I've not tried it. Absolute gem of the Steam's software section. Provides you the
tools to make a compelling panorama pictures currently for example into Facebook. At the moment it already feels good and
provides extensive brush setting (and photoshop brush import option), there's left handed version which I as a leftie appreciate a
whole bunch. You can animate the panoramas and generate heightmaps as well. It's basically a slightly limited painting program
with 360 support.

When it develops further though, the possibilities could be unlimited and me I'm personally eager to see if I could use this
(eventually) to make a skybox or a cubemap somehow.

+ Feels good
+ Pen support
+ Unique concept
+ Photoshop brush import
+ Animation
+ Working UI (with considerate touches, though each click only closes 1 menu at a time can be bit frustrating)
+ Runs on Surface Pro (even on battery saving mode)
+ Responsive Dev

+\/- Importing pictures is possible, though it seems we can't import 3D objects yet.
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+\/- Guides (though bit hard to position as there's no snapping, you have to wing it)
+\/- Exporting to panorama, but can't export to cubemap (or at least into 6 slice pictures where one could create a cubemap)

- Some bugs that caused a lock up (I kept clicking same spot with polyline tool)
- No touch support for rotating camera (you can finger paint though)
- Can't tell exact value numbers in brush, grid etc. settings
- Paint bucket fills the whole screen (e.g. selecting an area to fill would be nice)
- Selection line is black which is invisible against black background

That's most I could think of at the moment.
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As of July 6 I would recommend. Even at its normal price!

If you enjoy clearing blocks, harvesting, accumulating things for $2.00 you will get your moneys worth in my opinion. Sure its
simple, maybe it is cloned from somewhere but honestly what is truly unique these days? Everything is cloned from something!

There is currently one type of game mode to play where you can dig down to 1000m. The developer replied in the discussions
that Endless & Timed were coming, and possibly a fourth based on the poster's suggestion.

The basics are collecting up to 16 & a ? resource with your ship and sell for currency to buy buffs and upgrades. There are two
other ships, three buffs, and four categories of ship components with four upgrades each.

Buffs:

A beacon to teleport you to the top.

Explosives that destroy multiple blocks including lava instead of hurting your ship by digging it.

Insurance that spawns you a new ship instead of ending the game.
Ship upgrades:

Drill: Speed your ship can destroy\/collect the blocks.

Hull: HP, or amount of dmg you can take. Two lava blocks in a row with max will almost kill you.

Fuel: If you can't reach the top to refuel you explode.

Storage: How much you can carry before you need to head up to sell.It's also worth mentioning...

There is an option to use a Teleporter to save your game progress so you don't have to start a new game every
time. Making it a very casual thing you can just open up and destroy some things and then close if time is
limited.

If you are a completionist, this takes less than 2 hours to 100% in its current state. I do not know if more
achievements will be added with the addition of new game modes.. It's a good game but it's very short. Easy
achievements and it's free2play so why not give it a shot? :). The game is playable also now, but clearly still miss
many possibilities.
However, it reminds me KUDOS, a similar life text-sim game.
Overall, it seems a good purchase and seems to be updated often.. Inferior to modern source ports for
Doom\/Heretic or any of those older games in nearly every way.

I really enjoy tough games, but this is the bad kind of tough. The kind of tough where you die to something and
you can't tell what it was, since there were no enemies around at all (I literally started to take damage at random,
and then died). The kind of tough where a bullet-sponge boss is put right in your face at the beginning of a level,
so that when you die after beating him, you have to cheeze him all over again and waste 5 minutes of your time.
Giving an obscene amount of HP to a boss doesn't make for a good bossfight, it just makes it a boring bossfight,
a staple of bad game design.

There are many other flaws too, such as: the lack of a minimap, maze-like incoherent map design, just 5 weapons
apparently, confusing ammo system or representation, lack of save system, extremely dumb enemies, confusing
projectile appearance that makes it hard to judge distances. Also, having to kill all enemies in order to proceed
introduces the classic issue of hunting down the last two enemies that requires you to systematically search the
entire map, which is excruciatingly boring. Weapons also lack punch and the sounds are really bad in general,
although functional.

Of course it's not entirely bad. I like the art style, it's pretty old school. The music is also pretty alright, the MIDI
soundtrack gives it the classic vibe the older games had. The simple run and gun gameplay akin to the older
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FPSes from Id is also a pro in my book and the main reason I bought this.

It's a nice tech demo to show off a personal piece of work in the spirit of the older games, but it's just not very
well designed as a game. Stick to Zandronum\/GZDoom and explore some wads\/mods for the older games, will
give you a far better experience, unless you really want to take the nostalgia trip and try something akin to
Heretic but worse in nearly every way.. Is good enough for its price, as an early access game. But still, game has
extreme lack of content, developers, please do your job. As a tabletop Warhammer 40k player, I approve :>.
Pretty polished, nice enemies and environments. Low key dark soulsy vibe. Need to spam teleport like you would
dodge rolling. Haven't reached the end yet, but presume it's going to be pretty short. Would like to have touch
pad movement as well as the teleport.. the game looks and plays the the kids of the people that work at playway
made it. and its boring. This is one of the harder type of time management games if you're looking to get a
perfect score in each level. This game felt relaxing and challenging at the same time.
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